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Marshall McLuhan would have turned 100 years old on 
July 21, 2011, four days before the opening of Talk to 
Me: Design and the Communication between People and 
Objects at the Museum of Modern Art. McLuhan closed his 
1964 classic, Understanding Media, with a chapter on the 
coming age of automation – an age characterized by the 
integration of culture and technology, art and commerce, 
work and leisure; by feedback and an “organic unity of 
interprocess”; by “recognition of the patterns … of change 
and development” ([1964]1994: 346–59). Curators Paola 
Antonelli and Kate Carmody might have been channel-
ing McLuhan in their conception and organization of the 
exhibition, which presented new branches of design prac-
tice – communication, interface, interaction, visualization, 
and critical design – that involve “direct interaction” with 
people and “establish … emotional, sensual, or intellectual 
connection[s]” (Museum of Modern Art n.d.).
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The show’s nearly 200 “objects” realized much of what McLuhan 
foresaw. They represented the collaboration of designers with city 
planners, religious officials, musicians, and energy companies. Their 
potential applications ranged from the living room to the operating 
room to the “mediaspaces” of RFID and satellite communication. 
And they had the potential to visualize, and deliver in real time, 
data that helps us make sense of complex global flows – like the 
circulation of news or garbage or the parts of a slaughtered pig – and 
to enable us to be more wary of our own actions’ impact on our 
personal health, on our relationships with others, and on the world.

The exhibition was organized into five categories that emphasized 
the scale, nature of, and directionality of the objects’ communicative 
process or content. “Objects” focused on things that talk to us about 
themselves. “Bodies” examined objects that interact with humans’ 
physical selves. “Life” highlighted designs that find patterns in, and 
help users navigate through, everyday existence. “City” featured 
designs that facilitate urban communication and encourage citizen 
engagement. “Worlds” looked at designs that can alter humans’ 
perception of, and help us to comprehend, global phenomena that 
are beyond empirical observation. “Double Entendre” addressed 
how designers might deliberately “script” misunderstanding and 
complexity in an attempt to call critical attention to the ethics and 
aesthetics of communicative practices.

Figure 1  
Installation view of Talk to Me. Photo © Scott Rudd. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art.
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The curators suggested that these five categories represented 
different ways of characterizing who is talking to whom – but the 
nonparallel structure of the categories (they are not all of the same 
ontological category) and the tremendous diversity of works on dis-
play suggested that the exhibition was actually posing a much bigger 
question, one of McLuhanesque proportions: what does it mean 
to say that people and objects “communicate?” What’s happening 
when we interface with an ATM machine, when sensors monitor 
traffic flow or our bodily functions, or when we rely on devices like 
Gerard Rallo’s Devices for Mindless Communication to recognize 
patterns in our everyday conversation and feed us lines of banter, 
sparing us the burden of engaging in small talk?

Only an on-site viewing of the concrete object – black box though 
it may be – allows us to perceive its textures and scale, to observe 
its blinking lights, to appreciate the visceral impact of its beeps and 
vibrations. But all this is just stimulus until we know what those 
textures and blinking lights mean. That’s where the didactic material 
comes in, but this material didn’t always lend itself to easy consump-
tion in the gallery. Few objects in the exhibition were able to “talk to 
us” formally, to tell us, through their shape, size, and materials what 
they do. This “muteness” was due in large part to the fact that most 
of the exhibited objects were typological innovations. A display case 

Figure 2  
Multiple forms of engaging with objects, many of which are typological innovations.  

Photo © Scott Rudd. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art.
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full of iPod-esque gadgets, metal canisters, and expressionless 
plastic toys – all “black boxes,” affording no glimpse of their internal 
mechanisms – were comprehensible only because of a variety of 
textual and audiovisual support media to explain them. Each object 
had its own substantial label, and many were also accompanied 
by monitors that showed the object in action. Some projects, par-
ticularly those that were performative or didn’t lend themselves to 
representation through material artefacts, existed solely in video 
form.

Because visitors weren’t permitted to interact with most devices, 
the exhibition itself turned into an object lesson on the complications 
of human–object communication. In keeping with the interactive 
spirit, however, Twitter hashtags and Quick Response (QR) codes 
appeared on each object’s wall label. Smartphone-equipped visitors 
could scan and save the codes for later reference. Those codes 
linked to the Stamen Design-created Talk to Me website, which col-
lated text, images, and videos (much of the same material available 
in the gallery) that provided a composite portrait of each object. 
The comprehensiveness of the website contrasted with the on-site 
experience, which required not only constant mode-shifting between 
wall texts, flat-screen videos, and QR codes, but also negotiation 
with myriad sources of gallery noise, including other museum-goers 
impeding one’s view, and guards shooing visitors away from arte-
facts that begged to be touched.

According to design theorist Malcolm McCullough, interaction 
design is defined by its concern not merely with objects, but with the 
experience of technologies and the context of that experience. Talk 
to Me was itself an extraordinarily complex undertaking of interaction 
design; its curators designed a context for visitors’ interactions 
with exhibits that in turn represented how objects created com-
munication experiences. “Choosing the right [medium or channel], 
the right interpreter,” for the exhibition, Antonelli contends, is “the 
key to effective and elegant communication” (Antonelli 2011: 9). Yet 
Talk to Me employed a variety of channels of communication that, 
in the end, perhaps didn’t coalesce into the most “effective and 
elegant” interpreters of the works on display and the exhibition’s core 
concepts. Perhaps a series of live performances or demonstrations 
of these objects talking, communicating, responding in real time to 
user feedback and contextual cues, might have better suited the 
ethos, the experience, of interaction design. As this exhibition made 
clear, it is a daunting challenge to develop exhibition practices that 
provide appropriate contexts and experiences for art and design that 
emphasize experience over form.

References
Antonelli, P. 2011. “Talk to Me.” In Talk to Me: Design and the 

Communication Between People and Objects, pp. 6–17. 
Exhibition catalog. New York: Museum of Modern Art.
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Made Up: Design’s Fictions draws connections between design dis-
courses, research methodologies, and practices that bridge the real 
and the imaginary. Rather than relying on certainties, the designers 
featured in this exhibition adopt speculative approaches and “make 
up” stories to fill gaps in our knowledge. These designers function 
like speculators, acknowledging risks in their ventures and acting 
despite the possibility of failure.

Made Up is curated by architect and designer Tim Durfee in 
collaboration with designer and curator Haelim Paek. Organized 
thematically, the show is installed in an open-plan rectangular gallery 
in sections representing different strategies of design storytelling and 
fiction-making. Rather Large Array, an installation suspended from 
the ceiling that dominates the space, is a surveillance apparatus 
that records images of the gallery that are projected on the gallery’s 
back wall. It was created by a group from Art Center’s graduate 
Media Arts program and is inspired by the larger outdoor Very Large 
Array installed in San Agustin, New Mexico by the National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory.

The show itself is divided into five sections. The first section, 
“Get Real: Scenarios and Projections,” contains works that present 
imaginary visions of the future that have the potential to become part 
of everyday reality. The videos Domestic Robocop and Microsoft 
Future Vision (2019), inspired by the possibilities of gestural dis-
play interfaces, present visions of hybrid future environments that 
combine physical with virtual elements. The former, created by 
Keiichi Matsuda, takes the point of view of an individual living in the 
future who tries to navigate everyday life in a world in which brands 
have replaced ideas. The second, created in the Microsoft Office 
Labs, presents an optimistic future vision of seamless, technology-
enhanced public spaces and corporate environments.1

The second section of the show, “In Your Dreams: The Fantastic,” 
includes works that either apply rules, conditions, and data that 
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describe fantastic worlds (such as game environments) to the real 
world, or vice versa. Here to There is a pair of posters created by 
Emily Gobeille and Theodore Watson, with software that uses real 
information (i.e., data from a Hawaiian volcano) as the source ma-
terial for the design of imaginary landscapes and stories. The Device 
for Disappearing (at Sea), a photograph by Andrew Friend, presents 
the possibility of escaping reality. The work brings to mind the way in 

Figure 1  
General installation view, Made Up: Design’s Fictions, Art Center College of 
Design, Los Angeles, January 29–March 20, 2011. Photograph by Joshua 

White. Courtesy of Tim Durfee and the Art Center College of Design.
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which avatars can cross into virtual worlds by passing through doors 
and windows and find themselves in radically changed environments.

“Made Belief: Building Ideas” explores the intersection of real 
events and myths that suspend disbelief and introduce illogical or 
speculative value systems. The Promise, created by Ingrid Hora and 
Daniel Solomon, is a video documenting the rituals of a fantastic tribe 
in a deserted landscape, where water is so rare that anything associ-
ated with it has become an object of worship. “Faking It: Larks and 
Lies,” a section that seems to serve as an interlude, includes multiple 
design fictions that use irony and humor to involve the visitor in real 
games. Otamatone by Maywa Denki is a quirky musical instrument 
that requires unexpected gestures to produce sound, while in Piece 
of Mind, Jackson Wang presents a series of “branded” products 
inspired by George W. Bush’s statement about Americans’ (loss of) 
peace of mind after Hurricane Katrina. A roll of “demarcation tape” 
and a watch to keep track of time during doomsday are some of 
the accessories that are supposed to provide instant relief for public 
fears.2

“As If: Alternate Realities” includes works that either use fictional 
elements to solve problems or, drawing on real events, create fiction-
generating devices. The MacGuffin Library by Noam Toran is the 

Figure 2  
Installation view of The MacGuffin Library, by Noam Toran, Made Up: Design’s Fictions, Art Center College of 

Design, Los Angeles, January 29–March 20, 2011. Photograph by Catherine R. Wygal & Deanna McClure. 
Courtesy of Tim Durfee and the Art Center College of Design.
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prototype for a taxonomical system of “knowledge.” Inspired by 
the use of objects in Alfred Hitchcock’s cinematography, he has 
developed a form of storytelling in which 3D-printed dummies that 
have replaced real objects refer to mythologies, cinematic stories, 
and historical events, suggesting the different ways that a fictional 
library would be organized.

The “Words” section presents the critical context that thinkers, 
strategists, and designers have developed to interpret these op-
timistic, futurist fictions. Dunne and Raby’s a/b presents ways of 
categorizing systems and ideas to describe an emerging paradigm 
of creative knowledge. Juxtaposing ideas organized in two lists, the 
work is a manifesto suggesting new terms to describe the role of de-
sign in the present and future. Contrasting “citizen” and “consumer,” 
“problem finding” and “problem solving,” “critical” and “affirmative,” 
etc., a/b addresses the possibility of dynamic interaction of humans 
and design.

Showcasing the work of an international community of designers 
and artists, Made Up is a multifaceted survey of speculative design 
disciplines. And by hosting opening and closing panel discussions 
as well as an evening of readings and screenings, Art Center’s Media 
Arts program helped Made Up engage the local design community 
and raise vital questions about the methodologies and practices of 
design and creativity.

Notes
1. Microsoft Office Labs (2009), Future Vision Montage (2019). 

Available online: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ff7SzP4gfg 
(accessed November 2011).

2. More information available online: http://www.artcenter.edu/mdp/
gallery/gallery_masters_pop_wang.html (accessed November 
2011).
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